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MIDSOUTH'S BEST COMMERCIAL ROOFING CONTRACTOR SINCE 1966 www.haroldhallroofing.com
Harold Hall Roofing Inc. is your quality commercial roofing contractor, with millions of square feet of roofing and
thousands of satisfied customers. We carry friendly service and integrity to a higher standard. We offer you a
manufacturer's No Dollar Limit Warranty on the Worlds Best Roof System "Duro-Last". Contact us today for
commercial roof repair, roof replacement, flat roofing, industrial roofing, Metal roofing, and more.

Some roofing systems expose buildings to the effects of rain, interior drips, extreme temperatures, ice build-ups, rust,
and corrosion. This leaves homeowners under serious safety concerns with huge sums of money expected to be used
to fix such problems. The Duro-Shield roofing system is designed to protect buildings against such potential causes of
roof damages, enhancing durability. HIRE US FOR RELIABLE FLAT ROOF REPLACEMENT SERVICES
The roof is the first line of defense against all natural elements such as wind, hail, snow, rain, and even extreme heat.
This also makes it more vulnerable than any other part of your building. Day after day, a typical roof is exposed to
numerous harmful elements that lead to its gradual deterioration. We understand exactly how tedious and expensive
commercial roof replacement can get, especially if it’s something you have to do every few years due to poor
maintenance. You are not alone. There are lots of people who regret putting their faith in the hands of amateur roofers
with no idea where to begin large scale projects. If your commercial roof is either installed incorrectly or composed of
substandard materials, you’re in for a cold, wet, expensive mess.
See also: Protect Your Metal Roofing

WHAT A BAD ROOF MEANS FOR YOU
Whether you expect it or not, commercial roof problems are always a windy day away and often cost a fortune. The
integrity of your commercial roof depends largely on the quality of materials used, geographical location, roof use,
weather, the level of abuse and even how well you maintain it. If all the above factors fall below optimum levels, it
could lead to one of the quickest deterioration rates in the industry. In such a situation, lots of things could go downhill
quickly.
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This includes leaks, and moisture build up, ponding water, roof shrinkage, cracking, and even erosion. Nobody wants
to operate under hazardous conditions where a leaking roof could collapse at any minute. Something as simple as a
tiny roof blow-off or puncture could set your commercial roof up for total demolition if high winds pass by. Not only is
this highly dangerous for the people in the building, but torrential rains could also damage every piece of furniture or
machinery under the roof. Without a prompt and effective commercial flat roof replacement, this could cause some
very devastating losses, so dire that some businesses might not come out on top.

AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

21060302 Roofing (JOC) 09/30/2024 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

211001 Job Order Contracting 01/31/2025 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

211001

Mike Smith Vice President (870) 673-8731 mike@haroldhallroofing.com

Jamie Hall President (870) 673-8731 jamie@haroldhallroofing.com

21060302

Mike Smith Vice President (870) 673-8731 mike@haroldhallroofing.com

Jamie Hall President (870) 673-8731 jamie@haroldhallroofing.com
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